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AaST.RACT 

A study of the strength development (mullen and tear) 

of mixtures of 11easy 11 and "hard" refining pulp, 1n whiob

the pulps were refined as a mixture with that in which the7 

were separately refined, and then mixed• ·reveals that

separate: ;refining develops mullen to the same extent aa 

does mixed refining, but that a higher tearing resistance

at the same freeness and mullen can be, obtained with· 

separate refining. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A great amount of work has been done since the tUPn 

of the century on the mecbanlsm or refining• the develop

ment or strength with beating and the relationship between 

fiber bonding a.nd "hydration" of a fibrous mass during the 

beating cycle. In industry, most refining is done on 

relatively �easy'' and "hard" refining pulps. �l1his investi

gation was done to see if there were any advantages to be 

gained by refining pulp separately and then mixing rather 

than refining them as a mixture. 

The found�tions for the most generally accepted theory 

of beating, were contributed by James d 1A. Clark (l) and

Boyd W. Campbell ( 2). They will readily adm1 t that some of

the ideas which they expanded ean be attributed to earlier 

workers in this area, but the experfr1ental vezti.fication and, 

or, the logical explanation of strength development upon

beating, loss of fzteeness with time of beating, and the 

natm�e of the cellulose bond in the sheet of paper was 

given by these two men. 

ReGent work by J. E. Ayer (4), H.G. Hig,;in� (5), A.w. 

McKenzie (5}, and K.J. Harrington (5) has e-tther furthured 

the p! ·esent knowled.-�e on the subject or added at1ll more 

conclusive evidence to the theories advanced by Calllpbell 

and Clark. 
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MECHANISM Olr BEATING 

During the chemical and mechanical treatment involved 

in the preparation of pulp, the primary wall of the fiber, 

which is permeable to, but is not swollen by water, is 

partially cracked, rubbed loose, or removed. Soon after 

these fibti.ra are put lnto water, they imbide nearly all ot

the water necessary to saturate them. It is essential :for 

good results in stock preparation that t .. ie fiber$ be well 

saturated and swollen before they are subjected to the

mechanical action of beat.ing (1). If this is not the ease, 

then the 1n terior fiber s true ture is -'hri ttle and easily 

damaged. This may result 1n co111plete or partial fracture 

of the fiber. 

As soon as the water enters the secondary wall, the 

fibers swell. At the same time mechanical rubbing gives 

a suspension of cellulosic material in water at the surfaces 

of the secondary wa11 · which are in contact with water. All 

of the cellulose surfaces become covered with a layer ot 

cellulose in partial solution and these will unite if brought. 

into contact by crystalli.z!l.ng.-action of the cellulose upon 

evaporation of the water (2). 

In the unbeaten state, the greater part or the sur.faces 

of the fiber are sheathed with the cmnbium layer, and ad-

jacent fibers in a wet web of paper are prevented .from ad• 
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haring well upon drying. This inhibition according to 

Clark ( 1) , 1s due to tbe following reasons: 

1. The absence of the suspension of the
surface o.t' the sheathed parts.

2. The large diarae:ters present ati compared
to the relatively small diarneber•s or
the fibrillae which are produced by
subsequent beating.

When a sheet is made from fibrous material having relatively 

large diameters an.1 devoid of f1br1llat1on t 
there is rela

tively small surface tension compressing e.ffect as the water 

is removed on drying. This results in poor bonding, as the 

essential action for strength development 1.s fibrillation f2), 

and that the surface tension cornpres�1ng e.t'fects leads to 

better ·bonding upon dl"ying (l). 

Aa beating p1·oceeds; a coarse fibrillation occurs. 

This exposes the inner c'ellulosic mater1al and a new sur

face colloidal solution·forms on the new surfaces. 'l'.he 

concentration of this material 1s inversely dependent upon 

the degree of polymerfzat1on of the expo�ed sut-tace$ (1). 

Tbe presence of hemi-cellulose material lowers the degree 

of pol:ymerization of the exposed surfaces. 

The mechanical rubbing increa.ses the conc.entration ot

the nurface solution, and much of the fibrillated material 

is ru,:bed. off the surface. rrhts serves as an adhesive 

filler between the interstices ot the larger f1bera and 

bonding is facilitated (1). The interne,l structu,.-.e of the 

fiber 1s also disrupted to some extent, and the p,Ulpa·beoorne 

more flexible resulting in a denee� and hence, a more stronger 

sheet. 
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As beating proceeds the fibers becone mashed up and 

shortened still further. Tbe fibers are therefore; made more 

.flexible, more debris b1ndel' 1s produced, and the external 

spec 1.fio surface of the pulp is greatly inci'-ea$ed ., These 

strengthening characteristics are offset by the shortening 

and weakening or the ma.shed .fiber (1). From now on the 

sheet becomes progressiv:ely more dense, more translucent 

and less porous as beating continues. 

FREENESS 

While the object of stock preparation is ·the develop

ment of physical strength properties 1n the f'inished sheet..

the progress of tbe treatm.eri't is marked by a loss of free

ness and te�. The loss of freeness and tear may be described 

by such terms as increase 1n-wetne$s 1 increase in drainage 

time or drainage res1at4110•, or increase of "hydration";. 

According to Campbell (2), the· 1atte� term is quite imp;rol,>e?

as the term hydration implies water held in a.more or less

comb ned state. To $ay that beating increases the proportion 

of i-1ater attached to the cellulose is wrong. This simply 

does no·t take place and has been proven by Campbell (2). 

The wetness or slowness development that occurs with beating 

is attributed to the production of debris, decrease 1n 

.fiber length, a..--1d increase in wet flex1bili ty and especiall;, 

by the formation o-f' the colloidal surface of solution ot

cellulose and allied material on tbe exposed surfaces (1,2). 

. < 
·" 
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James E. Ayer has done work which indicates a matbe

matioal relationship between freeness of the stocks blended 

and the composite freeness of the blend (3). He also .found 

that heterogeneity or pulp mixtures, (theme blends were 

composed of the same pulp beaten t� different freeness 

values) represented by blending of fibers·beaten to differ

ent degr,ees of freeness. influenced freeness and the physical 

strength of tho blend. The burst faotor was increased when 

plotted against percentage·stock ot different freeness, 

1,1hile the tensile strength decreased. The maximum burst 

and tensile development, according to Ayer, la expel'ienced 

when the entire pulp charge ha.a been beaten to the time or 

freeness desired. 

'Ihe bulk values and tear factor were influenced 1n 

the OPJ!OSi te manner. Pulps. o.f a parLicular .froeness reached 

by blending pulps of different f'reeness values exhibit a 

higher tear resistance and bulk than a pulp at the same 

.f'ri:eness wbich has been developed in its entirety to the 

same extent. 

An important result of this work is that freeness appears 
, .. 

to he insensi t1ve to the changes 1n f'il>er n1ass which influences 

the physical pl'<)perties of· the paper made from this mat;1s. 

The influence of hydration 11,as studied by AJer and the 

following results were noted (4): 

� .. , .,_ 

1. Hydration or a pulp is a phyaiaal sorption
rather than a chell'dca.l hJdration in Which
bonding is in def.1n1 te raole�ular proportions•
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2. It appears that there ia not e. .significant
increase in hydroxyl groups available tor
the adsorption of water in beat,n pulps.

J. Increased slowne,as o.t beaten pulps alter
drainage properties, decrease drying rate
and perhaps changes 1n phys1eomeahan1cal
properties are due tQ physical attrition
and the accompanying increase 1n water,
bound as a secondary hydrate during the
beating or re.fining process,

FIBER -B�O!�{D�I-�_G ..J!Q_H_ID_R_.A-.T_I_O_N 

James d1A. Clark (1) adds support to Campbell's theory 

of partial solubility which states that the molecules of 

cellulose, on the curface o'f a fiber 1n water, are endowed 

with a f".reedom which enabled· the molecules of adjoining 

-fibers to orient themselves in such a manner that, upon

drying, mnny of the hydroxyl groups could bond togethe:r (5) .,

Clark also showed that as watGr is r·emoved on drying, sur-

face tension causes large compacting forces �o be brought

into play, which also serve to .. ncrease the surfaces in

contact. In 1947, Campbell 'a ·work discloeed the f..ollowing (2):

' . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

II 

All cellulose surfaces are covered with 
a layer of cellulose in par-tial solution 
and.i that these -unite by the crystallizing 
action cf the c-.llulose vn evaporation or
the water if b�ought into contact." 

"The essential action for strength develop
ment'is fibrillation and that this action 
does not ereate new surfaces, but exposes 
new surfaces which already exist." 

"Slow drainage is due to increase of exter
nal solid surface which increase,& frlc tion- · 
al flow. 0 

"Sheet density increase is duo to increased 
capillary force. 11 
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Recent work accor:iplished by Hieglmi » McKenzie and 

Harrington on the structure and prope1'"ties of paper show 

that fiber bonding is a combination ot (6):

1. "Frictional effect due to mechantcal
interaction of tha fibers."

2.. "The swelling effect. The greater the 
effect in the mediwn, the greater is the 
bonded area and sheet density after 
p:t"e1:1sing. Swelling therefore• increases 
the potential! ties for 3." 

3. "The hydrogen bonding effect. This is·
the principal ultimate :mechanism ot

paper strength, and is dependent on 
the chemic al state of ·the f'iber and 
the swelling effect." 

4. "Even though the hydroxyl content or
a pulp is unchanged on beating: the
increase in swelling capacity ieads 
to an increa·se in interfiber bound 
concentration. tt, 

5. "Fib1,.illati n could ac.count tor the
initial increase in bonding; reduction
in length the decrease•"

6. "Acetylated fines will not
., 

in most
cases, contribute to strength in
creases as do, no:rmal fines.'' 

7. "The su:rface av a.liable tor irite:rfibe�
bonding can b� increased by chemic�l
treatment, even after the. fibers have 
undorgo�19 a l'lloderate ainount of' beating.· 
However,. this 1norease is much smaller 
in tbe range between unbeaten and 
:,1ghly beaten fibers,"

The bypothegls that �he strength of  the sheets depends 

largely on the capacity of a f1be%" to swell is supported by 

these exper1man:ts·. They also show that swelling is dependent

on the extent to which the whole fiber is opened by light 

substitution, �ni1 tbat strength depends upon tbe condition 

ot the surface region.c-f the fit:?ei-s. 

,-

( 
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The objective of this work wat, to compare the strength 

development (mullen and tear) of mixtures of 11easy" and 

"hard." re.tining pulps in which the pulps were refined as a 

mixture with that in which the pulps were ·sep_arately refined 

before mixing. 

The initial investigation consisted ot beater runs 

on the pulps chosen for this investigation-in which the 

pulps w,re beaten in a Ni�a beater according to TAi'l'I 

Standard (T-200, m-45). Fiv& 35 gram .(o, ,d.-} samples at 

various freeness values were taken tro1n the beater. Each 

sample was put in the TAl1PI disintegrator tor 600 revolu

tions. Three grams of each .eample were used in getting a 

Canadian Standard freeness. ' The othe:r;- 27 grams were placed 

in the mixing cha1nber of a Noble and Wood sheet machine, 

and a weight sheet was made. Th.e machine was then adjusted 

to make handsheets of 2 ., 6 grams. Six ;handsheets w-.:ire made 

end five of them were evaluated. The hands1eets were 

conditioned for at least twenty-four hoUl's at 72° F. and 

· 52% R.H. before testing. The handaheets were then tested

tor basis weight, caliper, bursting strength, and tearing

strength according to TAPPI Standard (T-220, m-46).

The pulps chosen for this evaluation were bleached 

Sou them Pine Kraft { "hai-d " refining) and unbleached 

Mi tscherlicb Sulphite ( "easy" refining)• All of the 

mixtures contained 75% kraft and 25% sul1;H1ite. 
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The final experimental design was as follows: 

1. Exp rimental work was _confined to bleached coniferous

sulphate pulp and unbleached M1tscherl1ch sulphite pulp. 

2. Experimental work with these pulps was at 75% kraft

and 25% sulphite mixtures. 

3. Samples of sulp ,ite pulp were made for blending by

retining 1n the Niagra beater using a 5500 gram weight 

on the beater roll. A total of 360 gram, O.D. pulp were 

put in the beater at 1.6% consistency._ Ninety grams of 

0. ·). pulp were taken out for each sample. After two samples

were removed 11 J/4 liters ot water were addtd to the 

beater reducing the consistency to o.8%. The refining 

was continued, and two more samples were made. A Canadian 

Standard freeness was taken on each or the fE>ur samples 

made p:er beater run ., The f'reene:. a of the samples used wa.a 

627, 606, 536, 451, 363, 280, 19Lh 186, and 120, 

4. Samples of Kraft pulp were made for blending using
'� 

the same procedure. The freeness of these samples was 

642, 614, 600, 586, 555, 548, 492, 476, l+J,�2, 422, 364, 

and 295. 

5. The samples ofDKraft and sulphite were blended to�

gether 1n a TAPPI, 1sintegrator for 600 revolut1ona. The 

blends were made from Kraft pulp of a constant freeness 

and sulph1 te pulp of a variable freeness, for each series. 

A resultant Canadian Standard fl"eeness wag run on each 

blend in the series. Handabeets were made and tested. 
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6. The freeness I'ange or the blend• coveI'ed in this work

waa from 620 to 250. 'rh1a was done to see 1t the .. preduct 

or mullen and tear would remain constant� increase, er 

de-ct-ease with a decrease in. freeness, 

7. The two pulps were refined as a mixture in a N1agra

using a total of 360 grams o.n. pulp at 1.6� oone1stency. 

8. Five 35 gram O.D. samples were taken .ti-om the 'beater

at successive beating times, and they were run through 

the TAPPI disintegrator tor 600 revolutions, A Canadian 

Standard free:ness was PUn on each sample .• 

9. Handsheets were made and tested from eaoh sample.
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The results of the work.done are as follows: 

1. The product of mullen and tear of the pulps refined

as a mixture is constant. 

2. The product of mullen and tear.of the pulps separately

refined and then mixed is also constnnt over a range of 

freeness values• but the·. bui-sting strength of these pulps 

is developed to the extent that 1 t is by mixed· refining,. 

and the tearing resistance is higher. than it is in the 

pulps refined as a mixture. 

3. This means that mullen can be developed in a mixture

by putting most of the powei- into refining the "easy" 

refining pulp and just brushing the "hard" refining p�:,. 

This wnuld give higher tear reaistancsa at the same treenesa 

and mullen and could be dcne faster and :more economically. 

4. The results in table three were not duplicated by the

results in tables one and two. In view of the fact that 

the tearing resistance of these sheets was run on a 

different tear instrument then,, that v-1hich was used in 

obtaining the results of tables one and two, I have ehosen 

to disregard this part of m.y work in my conclusions. The 

rejection of these results 'is further substantiated by the 

following: 

Part A of table three contains results 
which are duplicated by the results in tables 
one and two. These i-esults are from handaheets 
made from the same pulp used in ma.king the 
sheets whose results are not duplicated, but 
were tested on the tear instrument used on the 
sheets whose results appear on tables one and two• 

....
....

. 

'' 
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COIJCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are based on tb1a wo:r.k: 

1. The atr-ength development_ as measU19ed by mullen and

tear !a enhanced by separate· refining. 

2. The bursting strength Qan 1?• di�veloped w1tb separate
. 

. . 

. 

. . 

:refining to the extent that. it oan be developed at tne 

same f:ree�eAs with mixed refining. 

3. A high6r tearing resis.tanee for the same mullen and

at the �atue freeness oan be obtained w�th separate re• 

fining of the two pulps used in the mixture. 
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